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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement about compression is NOT true?
A. The query optimizer may choose different query plans because
compressed data covers fewer pages and has more rows per page
than uncompressed data.
B. If you use High-Availability clusters, data that is
compressed on the primary will not be compressed on the
secondary(s).
C. You cannot perform compression operations on a
High-Availability cluster secondary.
D. If you use Enterprise Replication, compressing data on one

replication server does not affect the data on any other
replication server.
Answer: B
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NEW QUESTION: 3
Your department creates regular analytics reports from your
company's log files All log data is collected in Amazon S3 and
processed by daily Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR) jobs that
generate daily PDF reports and aggregated tables in CSV format
for an Amazon Redshift data warehouse.
Your CFO requests that you optimize the cost structure for this
system.
Which of the following alternatives will lower costs without
compromising average performance of the system or data
integrity for the raw data?
A. Use reduced redundancy storage (RRS) for all data in Amazon
S3 Add Spot Instances to Amazon EMR jobs Use Reserved Instances
for Amazon Redshitf.
B. Use reduced redundancy storage (RRS) for all data in S3. Use
a combination of Spot instances and Reserved Instances for
Amazon EMR jobs use Reserved instances for Amazon Redshift.
C. Use reduced redundancy storage (RRS) for PDF and csv data in

Amazon S3. Add Spot instances to Amazon EMR jobs Use Reserved
Instances for Amazon Redshift.
D. Use reduced redundancy storage (RRS) for PDF and csv data in
S3 Add Spot Instances to EMR jobs Use Spot Instances for Amazon
Redshift.
Answer: B
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